
DEZELECTRIC Kft. 

Software modification on Cerebellum digi 1024 controller 

v.7.3. – 2010.10.13 

 

For the new software version also available the new user manual. As always the modificated 

parts are marked with other colors. 

 

Fixed: 

 

 ALL POSITION function is working. By pressing SHIFT + POSITION buttons all 

fixtures – not only the selected – will make the position function. 

 The actual MACRO page number can be see on the display and on the monitor screen 

 The WIPE ALL function also clear the DMX patch and slider 1-24 channel orders 

correctly. 

 If making upgrade from earlier version as 7.0 to bigger then 7.0 then the contrast and 

backlight will not get bad values. 

 SHIFT AUTO OFF function works correctly. 

 Running shape in register can be stop by register button also if the actual selected page 

button empty. 

 On the linked registers where shapes are saved also take out each other, not only 

programs 

 Modify DMX address of an earlier patched fixture works correctly. 

 

 

What’s new: 

 

 RESET, LAMP OFF, LAMP ON function also worked with SHIFT button together. 

In this case all fixtures will make the function, not only the selected fixtures. 

 By pressing and hold pressed MUSIC button the JOG-1 name on the display will 

appear MUSIC text. 

 By pressing and hold pressed LIGHT.O button the JOG-1 name on the display will 

appear LIGHT.O text. 

 By pressing and hold pressed SHOW button the JOG-1 and JOG-2 name on the 

display will appear SHOWMIN and SHOWMAX text. 

 After deleting fixtures from DMX PATCH the yet not used DMX channels value will 

be set automatically to 0. 

 By numeric keypad also possible to set channel values 

 The shape parameters can be set in more less way: between 0-255 only 5 rotation 

instead of  26 

 Under changing shape parameters the actual parameter values can be see on the 

display. 

 Shape moving direction can be set by the 4. JOG wheel. 


